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Abstract.-It is shown that high temperature experimental P-V-T data for alkali metals contain information that permits calculation of the 0 K compression isotherm for the bolid, and P-V relations for the liquid which could be interpreted as O K compression isotherms for a supercooled liquid. It appears that the 0 K isotherms for liquids and solids coincide within experimental and calculational errors except, ~ossibly, for lithium. Some consequences are discussed. The mean deviation of Eq .I from the data was less than the estimated experi- 
U=U, +(s/s)g%-, 3~~f ( % /~) , ( 2 )
where the terms a m , respectively, the ~tatic, zero point, and @emal energies, 
U = U ,~+~R T + A J~ t 3 )
It follows from Eq , 3 that:
where 4 =~@s/dd~is the entropy contrfbution to the pressure from Verification of Eq . 6 can be done readily using compression data for the alkali metals at 4.2 K L4-81. We note that we use the Debye approximation to take into account the pressure due to the zero point motion.
Comparison of the results of our calculations and experimental data (see Fig. 1 ) shows very good agreement. Xe conclude that extracging information about the T = 0 K state is possible using only high temperature data.
Row we turn to the liquid alkali metals. [ 3 ) ~a k s V.G., Kravchuk S . P . , Tref 3.10~ A .V. 
